PRESS RELEASE
Janis Publications publishes Conflict Revolution:

Mediating Evil, War, Injustice and Terrorism, by author,
mediator and attorney Dr. Kenneth Cloke

Santa Ana, CA, August 15, 2008 -- (PR.COM) -- Janis Publications Inc.
announces it has published Conflict Revolution: Mediating Evil, War,
Injustice and Terrorism.
Author Ken Cloke is Director of the Center for Dispute Resolution in Santa Monica, California
and President and co-founder of Mediators Beyond Borders in Pittsburg, Pennsylvania. He is the
author or co-author of ten books, a mediator, arbitrator, attorney, coach, consultant, trainer and
internationally recognized speaker.
Ken Cloke is one of the foremost authorities on the origins of past and present day conflict, and
how it is resolved. From the basics of interpersonal relationships and emotions to crime, labor
management relations, prejudice, the environment, politics, education and economics, in Conflict
Revolution Ken walks us through what it means to become a global citizen on this planet and
empowers us with techniques that are different from what we have done unsuccessfully for
thousands of years.
Peter S. Adler, president of The Keystone Center and author of Eye of the Storm Leadership
commented as follows: “Overwhelmed by the politics of our time? Think it’s all getting worse?
Think again. Conflict Revolution will change you profoundly. In the confusions and conflicts of
our time lie great opportunities and optimisms. Perhaps even a collective destiny that we can all
embrace. If you think that’s airy-fairy, think again. Here’s a book by someone who has walked
the talk, who has been there and done it, who has successfully helped people find resolutions in
some of the most trying circumstances imaginable . . . Kenneth Cloke’s new book Conflict
Revolution is a lantern. It illuminates and points the way forward.”
Janis Publications Inc. is a California based publisher focusing on topics promoting conflict
prevention, conflict management and dispute resolution. Conflict Revolution: Mediating Evil,
War, Injustice and Terrorism is available from Amazon.com, Barnes & Noble, book retailers
worldwide and from the publisher’s website www.janispublications.com in book and e-book
format.
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